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Abstract As a challenging optimization problem, path planning for mobile robot refers to searching an
optimal or near-optimal path under different types of constrains in complex environments. In this paper, a
self-adaptive learning particle swarm optimization (SLPSO) with different learning strategies is proposed to
address this problem. First, we transform the path planning problem into a minimisation multi-objective
optimization problem and formulate the objective function by considering three objectives: path length, collision risk degree and smoothness. Then, a novel self-adaptive learning mechanism is developed to adaptively
select the most suitable search strategies at different stages of the optimization process, which can improve
the search ability of particle swarm optimization (PSO). Moreover, in order to enhance the feasibility of
the generated paths, we further apply the new bound violation handling schemes to restrict the velocity
and position of each particle. Finally, experiments respectively with a simulated robot and a real robot are
conducted and the results demonstrate the feasibility and effectiveness of SLPSO in solving mobile robot
path planning problem.
Keywords path planning, self-adaptive learning particle swarm optimization, learning strategy, learning
mechanism, boundary violations handling
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1

Introduction

As mobile robot becomes an integral part in human life, we charge them with increasingly varied and difficult tasks including search and rescue, medical assistance, reconnaissance and planetary exploration [1].
To these ends, path planning becomes one of the most important technologies required in the design of
mobile robot. Path planning for mobile robot focuses on generating an optimal or near-optimal path
from initial location to desired destination without collision with obstacles [2].
In the past decades, numerous researches have been devoted to this area and series of algorithms
have been put forward to solve this optimization problem, such as A∗ algorithm [3, 4], potential field
method [5], simulated annealing algorithm [6], genetic algorithm (GA) [7], particle swarm optimization
(PSO) [8, 9], ant colony optimization [10], gravitational search algorithm (GSA) [11, 12] and Pigeoninspired optimization [13]. Therein, as an effective tool for solving optimization problems, PSO has
been actively studied and widely used in mobile robot path planning due to its concise mechanism and
few control parameters. In most situations, PSO can provide similar or even better results than other
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methods, such as genetic algorithm [14]. However, the standard PSO has the inherent shortcomings of
premature convergence (trapped by local optimum) and lacking of guarantee in global convergence, which
greatly limited its application in many practical systems.
To deal with the problems mentioned above, many improved versions of PSO have been proposed
to generate feasible paths for mobile robot. The intuitionistic way is to improve the standard PSO by
parameters adjustment or new operators for obtaining more reliable and accurate optimization results.
For instance, Qin et al. [15] presented a modified PSO with a mutation operator for mobile robot to
escape from local optima. In [16], Zhang et al. introduced a binary PSO with double-structure particle
encoding and mutation operator for mobile robot path planning in an environment with danger sources
and obstacles. Similar mutation-based method has also been applied in [17], where the self-adaptive
mutation operation based on the degree of the path blocked by obstacles was used to repair the invalid
paths. Also, Juang and Chang [18] designed a new fuzzy controller based on the evolutionary-groupbased PSO for mobile robot navigation in unknown environments. Being new evolutionary operations,
the group-based crossover operation and adaptive velocity-mutated operation are incorporated into PSO
for performance improvement. In [19], to improve the exploration ability of finding a safety path, Chen
and Li put forward a stochastic PSO for mobile robot path planning with obstacle avoidance. What’s
more, the new mechanism of updating velocities and positions proposed in [20] was also applied to plan
the optimized path for multi-survivor rescue. Another recent study on this topic is by Zhang et al. [21], in
which the multi-objective PSO based on random sampling and uniform mutation operations is developed
for mobile robot navigation in the environment with uncertain danger sources. However, these methods
can hardly solve some complex optimization problems with with multiple local optima duo to their
common drawback: the monotonic learning mechanism for all particles, which reduces the adaptability
of PSO to complex environments.
The other way is to combine some other optimization methods with the standard PSO algorithm. For
example, Masehian and Sedighizadeh [22] proposed the PSO-based motion planning method to generate a
short and smooth path for mobile robot. In this method, PSO is employed for global path planning, while
the probabilistic roadmap method is used for local planning. Combining the basic model of PSO with
membrane-inspired algorithm, Wang et al. [23] proposed an novel collision-free path planning approach
for mobile robot in a grid-based environment with dynamic obstacles or dangerous objects. In [24],
the new PSO method combined with Biogeography-based optimization (BBO) and approximate voronoi
boundary network (AVBN) was proposed for global path planning of mobile robot. In addition, due
to the excellent performance of Gravitational search algorithm (GSA) on the constrained optimization
problems, Purcaru et al. [25] introduced a new optimal path planning algorithm for mobile robot based
on the hybridization between GSA and PSO. By combining the local search ability of GSA with the
social thinking ability of PSO, this method can ensure that the generated trajectories without collision
with danger zones. However, although these hybrid algorithms can result in good effects, they always
cause some new problems, such as heavy computation requirements and high operational complexity.
In this paper, we present a self-adaptive learning particle swarm optimization (SLPSO) algorithm for
mobile robot global path planning, which aim to seek an optimal collision-free path in the environment
with static obstacles. Our research work presents three important contributions. First, the global path
planning problem for mobile robot is formulated as a minimization multi-objective optimization problem,
which comprehensively takes into account three objectives of path length, path collision risk and path
smoothness, instead of a single objective (path length) or bi-objectives (path length and risk degree)
as previously considered in the literatures. Second, a self-adaptive learning particle swarm optimization
is proposed to improve the search ability of PSO by introducing four different learning strategies with
different advantages for mobile robot path planning problem. Instead of directly using the monotonic
learning strategy for updating particles, SLPSO adopts a novel type of self-adaptive learning mechanism
based on a given learning rates to adaptively select the most suitable strategy from the four different
learning strategies. The purpose of using the self-adaptive learning mechanism is to adaptively adjust the
selection ratios of the four learning strategies at different stages of the optimization procedure based on
the feedback of previous optimization procedure. Third, the novel boundary violation handling schemes
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(Color online) The environment model for mobile robot path planning.

are incorporated into SLPSO for restricting the velocity and limiting the search pace of each particle,
which contribute to improving the feasibility of the generated paths.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, the mobile robot path
planning problem is mathematically modeled. In Section 3, the standard PSO is introduced and then,
the self-adaptive learning PSO is proposed. Subsequently, experiments are conducted and the results are
presented and discussed in Section 4. Finally, our concluding remarks are contained in Section 5.

2
2.1

Mobile robot path planning problem
Mathematical modeling of mobile robot environment

In this paper, we model the environment based on the existing model presented in [26]. For convenience
of modeling simplification, it is assumed that mobile robot and target are all considered as point mass
in the two-dimensional workplace. To avoid collision with mobile robot, all the obstacles are inflated by
the inscribed radius of mobile robot. Additionally, we adopt the discrete modeling method to simplify
the modeling of arbitrary obstacles, which is similar to the one used in [27].
Figure 1 shows the environment model for mobile robot path planning. In this model, obstacles are
presented in the form of entities with different shapes and sizes, inside of which will be blocked with a
certain collision risk degree, whereas out of it will be safe for mobile robot. There are three main steps in
the path planning. First, we equally divide the distance from the starting point S to the target point T
into D +1 segments by D points in the local coordinate system S -X ′ Y ′ , where D represents the desired
number of waypoints for mobile robot path. Second, draw the vertical dashed lines at each segment point,
which are denoted as L1 , L2 , . . . , LD . Third, randomly select one node in the perpendicular line of Li ,
for i = 1, 2, . . . , D. If the selected node intersects with any obstacles, the node is infeasible; otherwise, it
is feasible. If the node is infeasible, we should to stochastically reselect another node until no collision
occurs. In this way, a complete path can be constructed by connecting these discrete waypoints as well
as the starting and target points in sequence. Accordingly, the generated path can be given as follows:
P ath= {P1 −S, P2 −P1 , . . . , PD −PD−1 , T −PD } ,

(1)

where each line segment among the path set does not intersect with obstacles.
In addition, to get arbitrary points on the path in global coordinate system O-XY , it requires the
transformation matrix between the local coordinate system and the global coordinate system. The point
x′ (d), y ′ (d) in the local coordinate system can be transformed into the point x(d), y(d) in the global
coordinate system by the following transformation equation:
"
# "
#"
#
x(d)
cos θ
sin θ
x′ (d) − xs
=
,
(2)
y(d)
− sin θ cos θ
y ′ (d) − ys
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where the (xs , ys ) represents the coordinate of the starting point S in the global coordinate system, and
|ST|
the x coordinate of each waypoint can be obtained by the formula x(d) = D+1
· d in the local coordinate
system. The θ is the angle that the global x-axis contrarotates to parallel segment ST.
However, the generated path is usually hard for mobile robot to follow because of some turning points
on the generated path, which can result in difficulty with control execution due to mobile robot with
kinematic and dynamic constraints. Thus, it is necessary to smooth the path. In this paper, we adopt a
classic trajectory smooth strategy called Ferguson Splines described in [8].
2.2

Performance criterions

The objective of path planning is to generate an optimal collision-free path while considering some
performance criteria, i.e., path length, time consumption, energy cost. In this study, we pay attention to
the path length, collision risk degree and smoothness for quantifying the quality of the generated paths.
For the first performance criterion, path length, the aim of which is to get path as short as possible.
Assuming that the start position and the target position are P0 and PD+1 , the path length is defined as
L(P ) =

D
X

kPi+1 − Pi k,

(3)

i=0

where kPi+1 − Pi k indicates the Euclidean distance between Pi and Pi+1 .
For the second performance criterion, path collision risk degree, the objective of which is to evaluate
the degree of a path blocked by obstacles. For evaluating the collision risk degree, the two-dimensional
Gaussian-like model [28] is adopted to establish the collision risk function, which can be defined as
R(Xrob , Xobs ) =

n
X

Rrob,obsj (Xrob , Xobsj ),

(4)

j=1

where Rrob,obsj (Xrob , Xobsj ) denotes collision risk degree generated by robot and obstacle j, and n is
the total number of obstacles. Xrob and Xobsj are the position vector of mobile robot and obstacle j,
respectively. The collision risk degree between robot and obstacle j is mathematically expressed as

R(Xrob , Xobsj ) =







2

e

− 12

kXrob −Xobsj k
ρ2

0,

!C

,

kXrob −Xobsj k 6 Rj ,

(5)

kXrob −Xobsj k > Rj ,

where Rj is the maximum influence range of obstacle j. To ensure the repulsive force of obstacle j is
regional, Rj is limited to 1.5Rrob , where Rrob is the inscribed radius of mobile robot. The variance ρ
controls the affecting area of obstacle correspond to its physical size, and the positive integer C determines
the effective rang of obstacle. Generally, the parameters of ρ and C are usually set to the values of 3 and
1 respectively.
For the third performance criterion, path smoothness, the purpose of which is to measure how much
snaky is the obtained path. To evaluate the path smoothness, we introduce the deflection angle formed by
any three neighboring waypoints. The path smoothness can be calculated by using the following formula:
S(P ) =

D
X
i=1

αi =

D
X
i=1

arccos



(Pi − Pi−1 ) · (Pi+1 − Pi )
|Pi − Pi−1 | × |Pi+1 − Pi | × 180



,

(6)

where αi refers to the value of the i-th deflection angle of the generated path (measured in radians in the
range from 0 to π). (Pi − Pi−1 ) · (Pi+1 − Pi ) indicates the inner product between vectors of Pi − Pi−1
and Pi+1 − Pi , while |Pi − Pi−1 | denotes the vector norm.
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Problem formulation

In practical applications, some performance merits for mobile robot path are in inconsistency. For
example, minimizing path length will result in increasing collision risk degree, whereas minimizing collision
risk degree will lead to an increase in path length. Thus, the performance merits should be well balanced
to achieve better overall performance.
In this paper, we use a common way called simple additive weighted method to address this problem.
The overall objective function for optimizing mobile robot path is defined as the weighted combination
of path length, path collision risk degree and path smoothness, which can be described as
J(P, Xrob , Xobs ) = w1 × L(P ) + w2 × R(Xrob , Xobs )+w3 × S(P ),

(7)

where w1 , w2 and w3 are weight coefficients between 0 and 1, which give the designer certain flexibility
to dispose relations among path length, path collision risk degree and path smoothness. Generally, the
parameters set for w1 , w2 and w3 are based on mobile robot working environment and practical experience
to take the appropriate values. In our experiments, these parameters are set to w1 = 0.6, w2 = 0.3 and
w3 = 0.1.
Accordingly, the mobile robot path planning problem can be formulated as the following optimization
problem of minimizing the overall objective function with constraints, which is expressed as
min J(P, Xrob , Xobs )

s.t. P, Xrob ∈
/ S,

(8)

where S is the set of obstacles.

3
3.1

Improvements on PSO for mobile robot path planning
Principle of the standard PSO

PSO is generally known as a population-based stochastic optimization algorithm, which is motivated
from the social behavior of bird flocking and fish schooling in nature [29]. In PSO, each particle has
memory allowing it to keep track of the previous best positions: personal best position Xpbest , and
global best position Xgbest [30]. It is assumed that there are N particles in the D-dimensional search
space, the velocity and position of the i-th particle at iteration k are Xik = (xki,1 , . . . , xki,d , . . . , xki,D ) and
k
k
k
, . . . , vi,D
) respectively, for i = 1, 2, . . . , N . The position and velocity of i-th particle
Vik = (vi,1
, . . . , vi,d
at iteration k +1 will be updated as follows:
k
k
Vik+1 = w4k × Vik + η1 × rand1 × (Xipbest
− Xik ) + η2 × rand2 × (Xgbest
− Xik ),

Xik+1 = Xik + Vik+1 ,

(9)
(10)

where rand1 and rand2 are random variables generated uniformly among [0, 1], and η1 and η2 are the
acceleration coefficients. w4k is the inertia weight at k iteration, which decreases linearly from wmax to
wmin during iterations. The dynamic inertia weight w4k can be calculated as
w4k = wmax −

k
(wmax − wmin ) ,
Itermax

(11)

where Itermax is the predefined maximum number of iterations, wmax and wmin are the maximal and
minimal inertia weights, which are usually set to 0.9 and 0.4 respectively.
For each iteration, PSO evaluates the fitness of all particles to find both the personal best positions
and the global best position, and then update them according to (9) and (10).
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Self-adaptive learning PSO

There are two models in PSO, called Gbest and Pbest, which the Gbest model focuses more on exploration
while the Pbest model biases more toward exploitation [31]. In the Gbest model, each particle learns
information from Xgbest . On the contrary, in the Pbest model, each particle learns information from
Xpbest . However, learning information from Xgbest can make particles more vulnerable to the attraction
of local optima than that from Xpbest , whereas learning information from Xpbest can encourage slower
convergence speed than that from Xgbest [32]. Especially when tackling the complex multi-objective
optimization problems characterized with multimodality, the most PSO algorithms fail to effectively
approach the optimal solutions. The reason for this is that each particle only adopts a single search
strategy that simultaneously learning information from both Xpbest and Xgbest to update its velocity
and position, which may make the algorithms suffer from the demerits of both models [33]. To overcome
this problem, it is essential to balance the performance of the Pbest and Gbest models.
In this subsection, a self-adaptive learning PSO with alterative learning strategies, which can achieve
high convergence speed and avoid being trapped by local optima, is developed to serve the purpose of
exploration and exploitation. In SLPSO, instead of using the monotonic learning strategy for update the
current learning information directly, each particle adaptively chooses the most suitable search behavior
from a set of different learning strategies based on its selection ratio of corresponding operator. The
fundamental idea of calculating the selection ratio of each operator is analogous to that of [31], but
the implementation is different. Besides, to reduce the complexity of computation, we use two different
key parameters: update frequency (Uf ) and learning information for Xgbest . In our proposed method,
the update frequency is replaced by a fixed frequency, and Xgbest learns useful information from the
population rather than that from some dimensions of one particle with a certain learning probability.
3.2.1 Self-adaptive learning strategies
Different from the standard PSO, SLPSO has four types of learning strategies, namely, exploitation,
convergence, jumping out of local optima, and exploration, which can enable particles to independently
deal with various situations during the search phase. Corresponding to the learning strategies, we also
define four operators, each of which is assigned to a selection ratio.
The four operators of i-th particle at k iteration are described as follows:
k
• Operator a: Vik = ω × Vik + η3 × randki × (Xipbest
− Xik ),
k
• Operator b: Vik = ω × Vik + η3 × randki × (Xipbest
− Xik ),
nearest
k
k
k
• Operator c: Xi = Xi + Vaverage × N (0, 1), and
k
− Xik ),
• Operator d : Vik = ω × Vik + η3 × randki × (Xgbest
k
k
and Vaverage
are the personal best position of the nearest particle to particle i and
where Xipbest
nearest
the average velocity of all particles at iteration k, respectively. N (0, 1) represents a random number
drawn from uniform distribution between 0 and 1. ω and η3 are weight coefficient and acceleration
coefficient respectively, which can balance the effect of exploration and exploitation during the search
process. Generally, the values of ω and η3 are set based on the designer’s practical experience.
In SLPSO, besides learning from the personal best position (operator a) and learning from the global
best position (operator d ), each particle possesses the other two different choices to adjust its search
behavior according to the surrounding environment where it is. Learning from the closest neighbor
(operator b) gives a particle the ability to explore the region of local minimum around itself. With this
learning strategy, the particles that located at the local minimum will come closer to that region, and
gradually generate a local cluster around that local minimum. This strategy can help swarm find more
local minimum rather than one optimum as the standard PSO does [34]. Once there is a more promising
region nearby without particles converge it or particles converge on a local optimum, learning from a
random position (operator c) can help particles jump to that promising region or jump out of the local
optimum.
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3.2.2 Self-adaptive learning mechanism
In SLPSO, the ultimate purpose of utilizing the self-adaptive learning strategies is to well guide its search
behavior of exploration and exploitation. To this end, a self-adaptive learning framework using the
aforementioned four learning operators is introduced to enable each particle to automatically select the
most suitable learning strategy during the optimization process. For each learning strategy, we assign a
selection ratio to determine the probability that this learning strategy be adopted to update the current
particle. The adjustment of a learning strategy is carried out progressively by specifying the maximum
decrement or increment between two successive iterations according to the selection ratio of corresponding
operator, which is determined by its previous performances. In other words, the operator that results
in higher fitness value will make its selection ratio increased, whereas the operator that leads to lower
fitness value will have its selection ratio decreased. Gradually, the most suitable operator will be selected
automatically to adjust the learning strategy for each particle in different situations.
For each particle, the selection ratios of all operators are equally initialized to 0.25. Within the
framework of self-adaptive learning mechanism, the selection ratio of the operator t of particle i at
iteration k +1 will be updated by means of the following modified equation:
rk (t)
sk+1
(t)= P4 i
(1 − 4 × smin ) + smin ,
i
k
j=1 ri (j)

(12)

where smin is the minimum selection ratio of operator t for particle i, which is set to 0.01. rik (t) is the
reward value of operator t for particle i at iteration k, which can be expressed as
prk (t)
lk (t)
rik (t) = P4 i k
× β + ik (1 − β) + cki (t) × ski (t),
Li (t)
j=1 pri (j)

(13)

where prki (t) is the progress value of operator t for particle i at iteration k. lik (t) is the successful learning
times of operator t for particle i, whose objective function value at iteration k is better than that after
applying operator t at iteration k−1. Lki (t) is the total times of operator t is selected by particle i. β is a
random weight within the range [0, 1]. cki (t) is the penalty factor for operator t of particle i at iteration
k, which is defined as
(
0.9, if lik (t) = 0 and ski (t) = max4j=1 (ski (j)),
cki (t) =
(14)
1,
otherwise.
The progress value prki (t) of operator t for particle i at iteration k is calculated as



k−1
k
k
k


 f Xi (t) − f Xi (t) , if operator t chosen by Xi (t) and f (Xi (t))
prki (t) =

is better than f (Xik−1 (t)),



 0,

(15)

otherwise.

According to the aforementioned definitions, we can see that each particle always has one operator with
the highest selection ratio to be chosen. However, when the environment changes, the current operator
of a particle may no longer be the most suitable choice for it. If this case occurs, the selection ratio of
the current operator will decrease according to (12), whereas the selection ratios of other operators will
increase. Gradually, a new most suitable operator will be automatically selected based on its relatively
better performance during the updating period for each particle. In addition, it should be noted that the
selection ratios of four operators are updated at fixed frequency Uf rather than updated at each iteration.
Based on the analysis of the adaptive learning mechanism, we can see that SLPSO is able to choose the
optimal learning strategy for each particle in accordance with the environmental changes.
3.2.3 Boundary violations handling
In SLPSO, each particle searches a new position according to its current position and velocity. However,
if the current position of a particle is far away from Xpbest and Xgbest , its velocity may become too high,
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and this will further lead to larger displacement. As a result, the particle will move beyond the search
boundary. Consequently, it is essential to restrict the values of velocity and position for each particle.
To solve the uncontrolled increase of magnitude of velocity, we constrain the velocity for i-th particle
at k iteration by using the following operation:
Vik 6 Vmax ,

(16)

where Vmax is the predefined maximum velocity, which is set to half of the search domain in this paper.
Furthermore, we also present the reflecting method to solve the position violation problem (out of the
search space) for each particle. This method uses the reflecting position with a clamping at desirable
position to prevent the particle taking extremely large step from its current position to the next position.
For i-th particle, the position is adjusted according to the reflecting operator by following equation:

k
k


 2 × u − Xi , if Xi > u,
′

Xi k =

2 × l − Xik ,


 Xk,
i

if Xik < l,

(17)

else,

where u and l are the upper and lower boundaries of the search space, respectively.
According to the operation (16) and (17), SLPSO will take restricted velocity values for all the particles
in the interval [−Vmax , Vmax ], and bring the infeasible particles to re-enter the search space from an end
which is opposite to where they left the search space.
The pseudo-code of the SLPSO algorithm is given in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 The SLPSO algorithm
1: Initialize the parameters of SLPSO. Set the population size N , generate the initial particles with position and velocity,
initialize the update frequency (Uf ), and set the generation counter k = 1.
2: while k < Itermax do
3:
Calculate the inertia weight value by using (11).
4:
for i = 1 to N do
5:
if k%Uf == 0 then
6:
Update the selection ratio of each learning operator for particle i.
7:
end if
8:
Select the most suitable operator according to its selection ratio for particle i.
9:
Hand the boundary violation of velocity and position for particle i by using (16) and (17).
10:
Evaluate the objective function of particle i according to (7).
11:
Calculate the reward value, progress value and selection ratio of each operator of particle i for the iteration k +1
according to (12)–(15).
k
12:
if the updated particle i is better than its Xpbest
then
k
13:
Update Xpbest
.
14:
end if
k
15:
if the updated particle i is better than Xgbest
then
k
16:
Update Xgbest .
17:
end if
18:
end for
19:
k =k +1.
20: end while

3.3

Complexity of self-adaptive learning PSO

According to the aforementioned description, the computational complexity of the overall SLPSO algorithm is O (DTN ), where D represents the dimensions of the path planning problem to be solved, T
denotes the iterations required to obtain the optimized solution, and N is the number of the particles
population. Compared with PSO, SLPSO needs to perform some extra computation on calculating and
updating the selection ratios. However, the computational complexity is O (N ) at each iteration. Hence,
the overall computational complexity of SLPSO is not very high in comparison with PSO.
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Implementation of self-adaptive learning PSO for mobile robot path planning

One key issue of applying SLPSO to mobile robot path planning is how to initialize the position for each
particle. In the SLPSO-based path planning method, the dimensions of the created particles are determined by the number of waypoints (excluding starting point S and target point T ). In this subsection,
we assumed that there are N particles and each particle is D -dimensional. To realize the path planning
algorithm, the d -th dimension of each particle is treated as the d -th waypoint (for d = 1, 2, . . . , D.), i.e.,
each dimension of a particle maps one waypoint and each particle represents a candidate path. Consequently, the larger number of waypoints, the larger would be the number of dimensions of particle, and
therefore the better accuracy of the optimal solution would be for path planning problem.
Since the X ′ -coordinate of each dimension of every particle has been already known in the given local
coordinate system S -X ′ Y ′ , the path planning algorithm only seeks the Y ′ -coordinate of each dimension of
every particle, which are adjusted to change position upon vertical dashed lines Li , for i = 1, 2, . . . , D, as
shown in Figure 1. In each iteration, SLPSO proceeds with fitness evaluation of all particles to minimize
the overall objective values, and then update the position and velocity of each particle according to the
four types of learning strategies, whose selection ratios are adjusted according to (12)–(15). Accordingly,
each particle constantly undergo path refinement so that the length, collision risk and smoothness in the
candidate paths are rectified and the quality of the paths is improved.
The detailed implementation procedure of SLPSO for mobile robot path planning are shown in Figure 2.
It should note that the stopping criterias contain the specified maximum number of iterations and the
minimum improvement threshold (1% during 10 iterations).

4

Experimental results

In this section, a series of simulation and real-world experiments have been performed to verify the
feasibility and effectiveness of SLPSO for solving mobile robot path planning problem.

4.1

Experimental setup for mobile robot path planning

In this paper, all the algorithms are implemented in C++, and experiments are performed on an PC
with Intel (R) Core (TM) i7 2.80 GHz processor, 8.0 GB RAM memory and 64-bit GNU/Linux operating
system.
In mobile robot path planning, we use the standard PSO [16] and GA [35] as the baseline, due to the
fact that GA is similar to PSO in the sense that they are both population-based stochastic optimization
algorithm and they both depend on information sharing among their population members to improve
their searching ability using a combination of probabilistic and deterministic rules. To realize the PSObased path planning algorithm, we use the same way to initialize the position for each particle as the
SLPSO-based path planning method. For PSO, the parameters are set as follows: η1 = 2 and η2 = 2.
For SLPSO, the parameters are set as follows: ω = 0.73, η3 = 1.496 and Uf = 3. For a fair comparison,
the population size of PSO and SLPSO are both set to 30 (Pp = 30), as recommended in [36].
In the GA-based path planning, we adopt the decimal coding method proposed in [35] to encode
waypoints into a chromosome. Each chromosome consists of D genes, which are decimal numbers. In our
case, each gene of a chromosome is viewed as a waypoint and each chromosome denotes a candidate path,
i.e., a chromosome represents a candidate path as a sequence of genes. Therefore, the number of the genes
of a chromosome equals the number of waypoints (excluding starting point S and target point T ). For a
fair comparison, the population size that will be used for GA runs is same as the population size in PSO
and SLPSO runs, and is fixed at 30 chromosomes in GA population. Furthermore, the objective function
in PSO and SLPSO is also applied for GA. For GA, the parameters are set as follows: population size
Ps = 30, crossover rate Pc = 0.9, mutational rate Pm = 0.08.
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The flowchart of SLPSO for mobile robot path planning.

Benchmark test and comparison

In order to comprehensively evaluate the performance of SLPSO, we conduct function optimization experiments on the CEC-2013 benchmark minimization problems [37]. The CEC-2013 testbed comprises 28
benchmark functions with different characteristics, which can be grouped into three categories: unimodal
functions (f1 –f5 ), multimodal functions (f6 –f20 ) and composition functions (f21 –f28 ). The search space
for all the benchmark functions is [−100, 100], and the maximum iteration number is 10000 × D, where
D is dimension.
In this subsection, we compare the performance of SLPSO to the classical PSO [16], GA [35], DE [38],
ACO [39] and APSO [40]. For all the algorithms, we use the same population size of 100, and other
related parameters use the default values. For all the test functions, each algorithm carries out 101
independent runs with dimension D =10. The experiment results of all the algorithms with respect to
their mean value and standard deviation on the 28 test functions are shown in Table 1, in which the best
results are typed in bold.
As can be seen in Table 1, for the unimodal benchmark functions, all the algorithms can find the global
optimum solution on f1 and f5 . For the rest of unimodal functions, SLPSO obtains the best solutions
while GA and DE provide the worst solutions. For the multi-modal functions, it is difficult to find the
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Performance comparison of GA, DE, ACO, PSO, APSO and SLPSO on the 28 benchmark functions (D=10)a)

Test function
Mean
f1 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f2 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f3 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f4 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f5 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f6 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f7 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f8 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f9 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f10 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f11 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f12 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f13 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f14 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f15 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f16 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f17 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f18 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f19 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f20 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f21 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f22 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f23 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f24 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f25 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f26 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f27 (x)
Std. Dev.
Mean
f28 (x)
Std. Dev.

GA
−1.400E+03
0.000E+00
1.058E+05
7.250E+04
9.445E+04
4.794E+04
−1.088E+03
6.435E+00
−1.000E+03
0.000E+00
−8.902E+02
6.174E+00
−7.890E+02
5.124E+00
−6.797E+02
6.645E−01
−5.954E+02
2.896E+00
−4.988E+02
1.082E+00
−3.990E+02
5.673E−01
−2.791E+02
1.287E+01
−1.799E+02
1.237E+01
1.476E+02
1.743E+02
8.286E+02
3.928E+02
2.010E+02
3.453E−01
3.118E+02
1.054E+01
4.301E+02
2.014E+01
5.007E+02
3.092E−01
6.035E+02
1.598E+00
1.100E+03
1.414E+01
1.143E+03
1.751E+03
1.751E+03
5.929E+02
1.215E+03
1.413E+01
1.318E+03
7.124E+00
1.510E+03
2.011E+02
1.846E+03
2.115E+02
1.700E+03
0.000E+00

DE
−1.400E+03
0.000E+00
1.870E+05
6.670E+04
1.933E+05
1.137E+05
−1.089E+03
4.985E+00
−1.000E+03
0.000E+00
−8.902E+02
7.224E+00
−7.925E+02
6.404E+00
−6.797E+02
7.908E−01
−5.957E+02
3.742E+00
−4.986E+02
1.148E+00
−3.990E+02
4.893E−01
−2.741E+02
1.648E+01
−1.718E+02
1.653E+01
1.127E+02
1.013E+02
8.817E+02
1.968E+02
2.010E+02
4.196E−01
3.118E+02
1.024E+01
4.353E+02
1.497E+01
5.007E+02
2.670E−01
6.035E+02
1.201E+00
1.100E+03
1.732E+01
1.156E+03
1.842E+03
1.842E+03
4.958E+02
1.211E+03
2.822E+01
1.315E+03
9.752E+00
1.511E+03
1.096E+02
1.850E+03
2.941E+02
1.700E+03
0.000E+00

ACO
−1.400E+03
0.000E+00
6.546E+04
1.091E+04
2.358E+04
2.293E+04
−1.096E+03
3.040E+00
−1.000E+03
0.000E+00
−8.986E+02
3.224E−01
−7.979E+02
1.548E+00
−6.797E+02
2.192E−01
−5.967E+02
2.354E+00
−4.995E+02
4.528E−01
−4.000E+02
0.000E+00
−2.881E+02
7.256E+00
−1.823E+02
6.783E+00
−2.673E+01
9.994E+01
5.737E+02
1.525E+02
2.008E+02
2.241E−01
3.115E+02
1.057E+01
4.299E+02
1.893E+01
5.006E+02
2.143E−01
6.032E+02
1.881E+00
1.100E+03
0.000E+00
1.027E+03
1.630E+03
1.630E+03
3.631E+02
1.210E+03
1.456E+01
1.316E+03
9.832E+00
1.400E+03
1.973E+02
1.841E+03
1.836E+03
1.700E+03
0.000E+00

PSO
−1.400E+03
0.000E+00
7.534E+04
3.549E+04
2.438E+03
2.320E+03
−1.097E+03
2.050E+00
−1.000E+03
0.000E+00
−8.996E+02
2.431E−01
−7.978E+02
1.127E+00
−6.797E+02
6.772E−01
−5.986E+02
1.112E+00
−4.994E+02
5.713E−01
−4.000E+02
0.000E+00
−2.901E+02
6.565E+00
−1.814E+02
5.981E+00
−5.660E+01
3.657E+01
6.063E+02
1.872E+02
2.004E+02
1.044E−01
3.103E+02
6.562E−01
4.178E+02
4.534E+00
5.004E+02
2.886E−01
6.034E+02
4.194E−01
1.100E+03
0.000E+00
1.129E+03
1.515E+03
1.515E+03
3.596E+02
1.214E+03
1.370E+01
1.312E+03
5.943E+01
1.400E+03
9.513E+01
1.636E+03
1.985E+02
1.700E+03
0.000E+00

APSO
−1.400E+03
0.000E+00
3.504E+04
1.003E+04
−9.579E+02
1.460E+02
−1.092E+03
3.931E+00
−1.000E+03
0.000E+00
−8.986E+02
1.207E+00
−7.983E+02
4.230E−01
−6.799E+02
7.953E−02
−5.988E+02
1.099E+00
−4.997E+02
1.365E−01
−4.000E+02
0.000E+00
−2.930E+02
4.876E+00
−1.922E+02
4.325E+00
−8.482E+01
1.164E+01
4.089E+02
1.068E+02
2.007E+02
3.650E−01
3.104E+02
1.627E−01
4.085E+02
8.786E+00
5.001E+02
9.650E−02
6.010E+02
1.596E−01
9.000E+02
0.000E+00
8.206E+02
1.142E+03
1.142E+03
8.774E+01
1.206E+03
4.654E+00
1.306E+03
4.831E+00
1.314E+03
9.300E+01
1.610E+03
8.800E+00
1.700E+03
0.000E+00

SLPSO
−1.400E+03
0.000E+00
2.021E+04
1.073E+04
−1.088E+03
1.070E+02
−1.099E+03
9.893E−01
−1.000E+03
0.000E+00
−8.999E+02
7.224E−02
−7.984E+02
7.652E−01
−6.799E+02
9.750E−02
−5.993E+02
6.444E−01
−4.998E+02
1.076E−01
−4.000E+02
0.000E+00
−2.970E+02
2.781E+00
−1.980E+02
1.911E+00
−9.646E+01
3.206E+00
3.933E+02
2.368E+02
2.006E+02
2.005E−01
3.089E+02
5.873E+00
4.065E+02
5.287E+00
5.002E+02
6.490E−02
6.007E+02
1.895E−01
8.000E+02
0.000E+00
8.186E+02
1.072E+03
1.072E+03
5.451E+01
1.201E+03
9.401E+00
1.301E+03
5.239E+002
1.307E+03
8.615E+01
1.601E+03
1.384E+01
1.700E+03
0.000E+00

a) “Std. Dev.” stands for the standard deviation.

true global optima due to the existence of many local minima. As for function f11 , ACO, PSO, APSO
and SLPSO perform the best and can find the global optimum. For solving function f8 and f19 , only
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(Color online) The simulation environment for mobile robot path planning in Gazebo.

APSO perform the best, but it does not show any distinct advantages compared to SLPSO. For the
function f16 , PSO achieved the highest accuracy solution and SLPSO obtains the second best solutions.
For the rest of multi-modal functions, SLPSO performs significantly better than other algorithms. The
satisfactory solutions and the low standard deviations achieved by SLPSO present competitive results
compared with other algorithms, which exposes the powerful search ability and reliability of SLPSO. For
the composition functions, all the algorithms can find the global optimum solution on f28 , and SLPSO
achieves the best solutions on rest of composition functions.
Overall, according to the above experiment results on the 28 benchmark problems, it can be concluded
that applying adaptive learning mechanism with the four learning strategies is useful for SLPSO to
effectively handle the unimodal, multimodal and composition problems.
4.3

Performance comparison in simulation environment

In this subsection, the comparative experiments were carried out under a simulation scenario. We based
our path planning implementation within the ROS navigation framework [41], and simulated the path
planning in Player/Stage (Gazebo) [42]. Figure 3 shows the simulation environment, where the obstacles
with different sizes and shapes are generated to represent a complex environment. The workspace is
12 m×12 m and the minimum gap between obstacles is 0.5 m. In the simulation experiments, mobile
robot starts from the point of (1, 1) and is required to arrive the target at (11, 11). In Figures 4–6 and
9, the “PSO” represents the standard PSO based planner, the “SLPSO” denotes the proposed PSO with
adaptive learning mechanism based planner, the “GA” indicates GA based planner.
In SLPSO, the number of waypoints of the optimal path depends crucially on the dimension D of
the created particles. Therefore, this subsection investigates the effect of different dimension D on the
performance of mobile robot path planning. Furthermore, to prove the performance of SLPSO against
PSO and GA, all the methods are carried out with 50 independent experiments with maximum iteration
number of 150 for each parameter D, the value of which are varied from 5 to 30.
Figure 4 graphically compares the statistical results, path length, path collision risk degree, path
smoothness and overall path cost, under different dimension D settings. As shown in Figure 4(a), the
path length result of SLPSO is the best for each dimension D as the resulting path length is shorter than
that of GA and PSO, and PSO performs better than GA. As indicated in Figure 4(b), SLPSO behaves
much better than the other methods in providing the smallest path collision risk degree, which means
that SLPSO can find the safest path that avoids obstacle areas. As displayed in Figure 4(c), with the
increase of dimension D, the path smoothness of all the algorithms increases. The reason is that large
D can easily lead to the great sum of the deflection angles. For each dimension D, SLPSO outperforms
PSO and GA because of the generated path with the least sum of deflection angles, and GA gives the
snaky path with the largest sum of deflection angles. As reported in Figure 4(d), SLPSO performs best
due to it consumes much less overall path cost than the other methods in all the cases, which means
that SLPSO can find a more optimal path than that of PSO and GA. With the dimension D increasing,
the overall path cost of the three methods decrease, and all the methods obtained the best results using
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Figure 4 (Color online) The path planning results of mobile robot using GA, PSO and SLPSO for different D. (a) Path
length; (b) path collision risk degree; (c) path smoothness; (d) overall path cost.

a D -value of around 20. However, with the value of D increases continuously, the performances of all
the methods deteriorate rapidly. This can be explained by the fact that a larger D makes increase of
the computation complexity of all the approaches. Furthermore, the results also illustrate that with the
increase of computation complexity the improvement of SLPSO over PSO and GA becomes more evident.
Figure 5 shows the simulation results of the three approaches for mobile robot path planning. We can
find that the path is composed of D equal parts, and all three methods can successfully produce feasible
paths that avoid all obstacles, which implies that they can work well in the mobile robot path planning.
Figure 6 shows the evolutionary process of the overall path cost on different D. As can be seen, SLPSO
has a higher convergence precision and faster convergence speed in all of these tests. Therefore, SLPSO
has a strong ability to find the optimal solutions.
Meanwhile, Table 2 tabulates the statistical results of path planning time for each dimension D, where
the best results are identified with bold font. It is seen from this table that SLPSO performs best for
each dimension D as the resulting path planning time is less than that of GA and PSO, which means
that SLPSO can find an optimal path faster. Besides, all the methods obtain the best results using a
D -value of 20.
From the above simulation results, it can be concluded that on mobile robot path planning problem,
SLPSO performs better than PSO and GA with the advantages of providing the short path, possessing
the small path collision risk degree, achieving the smooth path and consuming the less path planning
time. What is more, the results also illustrate that SLPSO is significantly superior to PSO and GA
independent of the choice of parameter D.
4.4

Performance comparison in practical environment

Compared to the simulation experiments, path planning in practical environment produces more challenges. In this subsection, we present an experimental study through a real world implementation on
mobile robot. To perform these experiments, we used the TurtleBot2 robot equipped with LiDAR,
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Figure 5 (Color online) The path planning results of mobile robot using GA, PSO and SLPSO for different D. (a) D =
5; (b) D = 10; (c) D = 15; (d) D = 20; (e) D = 25; (f) D = 30.

odometer and gyroscope, as shown in Figure 7. It is noted that the path planning system has been
implemented using ROS, and the robot has means for solving the underlying simultaneous localization
and mapping (SLAM) problem given laser and odometer data. The mapping process is done by using
the GMapping algorithm and the localization process is done by using the AMCL pack, which are open
source algorithms. In addition, to visualizing the map published from Turtlebot, the RVIZ tool is also
used.
Figure 8 shows the practical environment for mobile robot path planning, where the workspace is
12 m×12 m with obstacles and the minimum gap between obstacles is 0.6 m. For all the experiments,
the dimension D is set to 20, and the robot starts at (1, 1) and find the path to Goal (11, 11).
Figure 9 illustrates the experimental results of the robot path planning using GA, PSO and SLPSO
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Figure 6 (Color online) The overall path cost results of GA, PSO and SLPSO for mobile robot path planning with
different D. (a) D = 5; (b) D = 10; (c) D = 15; (d) D = 20; (e) D = 25; (f) D = 30.
Table 2

The path planning time (s) of GA, PSO, SLPSO for mobile robot path planning with different D

Algorithm
GA
PSO
SLPSO

D=5

D=10

D=15

D=20

D=25

D=30
5.422E+00

Mean

2.097E+00

1.338E+00

1.087E+00

9.368E−01

1.512E+00

Deviation

6.689E−01

1.276E−01

1.260E−01

2.524E−02

1.339E−01

1.230E+00

Mean

1.203E+00

1.220E+00

9.741E−01

6.257E−01

1.276E+00

3.193E+00

Deviation

1.574E−01

1.264E−01

1.393E−02

2.473E−02

1.605E−01

1.265E+00

Mean

7.105E−01

7.771E−01

5.552E−01

3.226E−01

7.958E−01

1.957E+00

Deviation

2.655E−02

1.479E−02

1.665E−02

1.629E−02

1.311E−02

1.554E−01

in the 2D occupancy grid map with resolution of 2 cm×2 cm, which built from the physical environment
by the SLAM system. As can be seen already visually, all three algorithms can guarantee the generation
of the feasible paths for mobile robot.
Table 3 tabulates the results of path length, path collision risk degree, path smoothness, overall path
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(Color online) Turtlebot2 robot.

Target

Start
Figure 8 (Color online) The practical environment for
TurtleBot2 robot path planning.

Table 3

Figure 9 (Color online) The path planning results of
TurtleBot2 robot using GA, PSO and SLPSO in the RVIZ.

The experiment results of GA, PSO, SLPSO for D = 20

Algorithm

Length (m)

Collision risk degree

Smoothness (rad)

Overall cost

GA

2.259E+01

1.310E+01

7.761E+00

1.731E+01

Running time (s)
3.388E+02

PSO

2.180E+01

7.638E+00

4.298E+00

1.438E+01

3.269E+02

SLPSO

2.051E+01

5.869E+00

3.516E+00

1.296E+01

3.077E+02

cost and running time. Again, the results show the similar conclusion as the former simulation experiments. It is seen from this table that SLPSO behaves with the best performance in all the performance
criterias, while GA gives the worst performance. With respect to the path length, SLPSO gives the
best behavior as the resulting path length is shorter than that of PSO and GA, where SLPSO provides
5.89% less length to plan the path than PSO, and 9.18% less length than GA. In the performance of path
collision risk degree, although all the approaches have similar collision risk degree except GA which gives
the largest collision risk degree, SLPSO performs slightly better than PSO, which means that SLPSO can
find the most safest path avoiding obstacles areas with little values of collision risk degree. With respect
to the path smoothness, SLPSO provides the smoothest path as it consumes much less path smoothness
than PSO and GA do. Consequently, the overall path cost generated by SLPSO is significantly smaller
than that of PSO and GA, where SLPSO consumes 9.93% and 25.15% less overall path cost than PSO
and GA respectively, which means that SLPSO is able to find the most optimal path. In the performance
of the running time, SLPSO performs best due to it consumes much less time than the other methods,
where SLPSO provides 5.87% less time than PSO and 10.11% less time than GA.
According to the above experimental results, it can be concluded that SLPSO exceeded PSO and GA in
providing a more optimal path with comparable path length, path collision risk degree, path smoothness
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and running time to that from GA and PSO.
In summary, the results from both simulations and experiments demonstrate that the SLPSO developed
in this work is a effective and feasible method in solving mobile robot path planning problem.

5

Conclusion and future work

This paper presents a self-adaptive learning PSO with different learning strategies to addressed the multiobjective optimization problem for mobile robot path planning. In the proposed approach, a novel type
of self-adaptive learning mechanism is developed to improve the search ability of PSO. Furthermore, to
enhance the path feasibility, we further apply the new bound violation handling schemes to restrict the
velocity and position for each particle. To verify the performance of SLPSO, a series of comparative
experiments have been carried out in simulation as well as on a real robot. The results demonstrate that
SLPSO is more feasible and effective than GA, PSO on solving the mobile robot path planning problem.
Following this work, we will further investigate how to apply SLPSO with non-equidistant distributed
dimensions to enhance the adaptability to complex environments for mobile robot path planning. Besides,
the applications of SLPSO for path planning in 3D environments or multi-robot systems will also be
another key issue that needs to be further studied.
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